Mode coupling and multiquantum vibrational excitations in Feshbach-resonant positron annihilation in molecules
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The dominant mechanism of low-energy positron annihilation in polyatomic molecules is through positron capture in vibrational Feshbach resonances (VFR). In this paper, we investigate theoretically the effect of anharmonic terms in the vibrational Hamiltonian on positron annihilation rates. Such interactions enable positron capture in VFRs associated with multiquantum vibrational excitations, leading to enhanced annihilation. Mode coupling can also lead to faster depopulation of VFRs, thereby reducing their contribution to the annihilation rates. To analyze this complex picture, we use coupled-cluster methods to calculate the anharmonic vibrational spectra and dipole transition amplitudes for chloroform, chloroform-d$_1$, 1,1-dichloroethylene, and methanol, and use these data to compute positron resonant annihilation rates for these molecules. Theoretical predictions are compared with the annihilation rates measured as a function of incident positron energy. The results demonstrate the importance of mode coupling in both enhancement and suppression of the VFR. There is also experimental evidence for the direct excitation of multimode VFR. Their contribution is analyzed using a statistical approach, with an outlook towards more accurate treatment of this phenomenon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been firmly established over the past 15 years that positron annihilation with most polyatomic molecules proceeds through formation of vibrational Feshbach resonances (VFR) [1]. Resonant annihilation strongly enhances positron-molecule annihilation rates, compared to those of direct, “in-flight” annihilation [2,3]. It also results in a characteristic dependence of the annihilation rates on the positron energy, which could be measured using a trap-based positron beam [4]. These annihilation spectra carry signatures of the vibrational level structure of the molecule, allowing measurements of positron-molecule binding energies [5–9].

For small polyatomic molecules with infrared-active vibrational modes, such as methyl halides, there is a theory that enables calculations of resonant annihilation [10]. According to this theory, the probability of positron capture into individual VFRs is determined by the corresponding vibrational transition dipole amplitudes. The theory contains one free parameter, namely, the positron-molecule binding energy $\varepsilon_b$, a quantity that has proved to be difficult to predict theoretically. Realistic values of the binding energy have been obtained for strongly polar molecules (e.g., by using a configuration interaction scheme with singly and doubly excited levels [11–13]). Yet, even in the best case (acetonitrile), the calculated and measured values of $\varepsilon_b$ differ by 25%.

However, the theory of Ref. [10] cannot describe strongly enhanced resonant peaks observed for larger polyatomic molecules [14,15]. Here, the mode-based resonances act as doorways [16] into multimode vibrational states, which lead to longer positron capture times due to intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) [1]. The theory also has difficulty in describing the annihilation rates in smaller molecules, such as ethylene, in which dipole-forbidden vibrational excitations or mode-mixing effects appear to be important [17–20]. One of the manifestations of mode mixing is reduction of the magnitudes of some VFRs due to vibrationally inelastic escape of the positron (i.e., detachment of the positron by deexcitation of a mode other than that involved in its capture). So far, such effects have only been included phenomenologically [15,21,22], by multiplying the contributions of mode-based VFR by scaling factors that can be greater or smaller than unity.

This paper presents a theory that enables one to include the contributions of multiquantum vibrational resonances and mode-mixing effects using a consistent framework. It is based on ab initio calculations of the molecular vibrational eigenstates (including up to three-quantum excitations), taking account of anharmonic terms in the vibrational Hamiltonian. The coupling of the vibrational motion to the positron is described in the dipole approximation (as in Ref. [10]). This is appropriate for low positron energies and for molecules in which all modes are infrared active. We provide a detailed analysis of the contributions of vibrational overtones and combinations to the resonant positron annihilation in chloroform and chloroform-d$_1$, 1,1-dichloroethylene, and methanol.

These molecules were chosen because their measured annihilation rates [17,21,23] showed resonant features that could not be explained by considering only the VFRs due to single-quantum excitations of the modes. They are also sufficiently simple to allow high-quality quantum-chemistry calculations of their vibrational spectra and transition amplitudes, including nonlinear mode-coupling effects. Comparison with experimental annihilation-rate data for these molecules shows definitively that multiquantum vibrational excitations and mode couplings result in distinct features at specific positron energies.
This is the first step towards a complete theory of positron annihilation in polyatomic molecules in which excitation of multimode vibrational states through the process of intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution (IVR) leads to dramatic enhancement of the annihilation rate.

II. THEORY

A. Vibrational Feshbach resonances

The positron-molecule VFR is a state in which the positron is bound to a vibrationally excited molecule. The energy of this state relative to the molecular ground state is given by

$$\varepsilon_v = E_v - E_0 - \varepsilon_b,$$

where \(E_v\) and \(E_0\) are the energies of the excited vibrational state \(v\) and ground state 0 of the molecule, and \(\varepsilon_b\) is the positron-molecule binding energy. The assumption in Eq. (1) is that the positron binding does not affect the vibrational energy levels of the molecule, nor is the positron binding energy vibrational-state dependent. The validity of these assumptions is borne by both extensive experimental data [1] and calculations (see, e.g., Ref. [24]). The physical reason behind this is that positron-molecule binding occurs due to electron-positron correlation effects, such as polarization of the electron cloud by the positron. Because of the large nuclear masses, the amplitude of the vibrational motion is small compared to the bond lengths, and vibrational excitations have only a small effect on the electronic properties of the molecule and on positron binding in particular.

For \(E_v - E_0 > \varepsilon_b\), the energy \(\varepsilon_v\) in Eq. (1) is positive, which means that this state is embedded in the positron-molecule continuum, hence, it is a quasibound state, or resonance. This resonance can be populated when the energy \(\varepsilon\) of the positron incident on the molecule (assumed to be in the ground state) is close to \(\varepsilon_v\). The probability \(P_v\) of populating state \(v\) is described by the Breit-Wigner resonance profile [25]

$$P_v \propto \frac{\Gamma_v^e}{(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_v)^2 + \Gamma_v^2/4},$$

where \(\Gamma_v^e\) is the so-called elastic width (i.e., that corresponding to the entrance channel), and \(\Gamma_v\) is the total width of the VFR (see Sec. II B). The total positron resonant annihilation cross section is given by the sum over the resonances [25]

$$\sigma_a = \frac{\pi}{k^2} \sum_v \frac{\Gamma_v^e \Gamma_v}{(\varepsilon - \varepsilon_v)^2 + \Gamma_v^2/4},$$

where \(k\) is the incident positron momentum (\(k = 2/k/2\), and \(\Gamma_a\) is the annihilation width of the resonance, which is equal to the annihilation rate of the positron in the bound state (see Sec. II C). Here and elsewhere, atomic units are used, in which \(\hbar = \varepsilon = m = 1\), where \(\varepsilon\) is the elementary charge and \(m\) is the electron or positron mass.

The magnitudes of the elastic widths are determined by the strength of coupling between the motion of the positron and the vibrational motion of the heavy nuclear framework of the molecule. Owing to the large mass difference, this coupling is small and the elastic widths usually do not exceed 0.1 meV [10]. The total widths are also small, much smaller than the typical energy spread of the positron beam used for measuring the energy-dependent annihilation rates (\(\Delta \varepsilon \sim 40\) meV for a room-temperature buffer-gas trap-based beam [4,26], or 7 meV, for a cryogenic trap-based beam [27]). Hence, after averaging over the positron-beam energy distribution, the Breit-Wigner resonance profiles (2) are not observed, and the contribution of each resonance is proportional to its integral weight [28]

$$\frac{\Gamma_v^e}{\Gamma_v} \approx 2\pi \frac{\Gamma_v^e}{\Gamma_v}$$

Here, the factor \(\Gamma_v^e\) determines the probability of positron capture in resonance \(v\), while the factor \(1/\Gamma_v\) is the positron lifetime in the resonant state, which determines the probability of its annihilation with one of the molecular electrons. In large polyatomic molecules which have high vibrational level densities, VFRs can lead to orders-of-magnitude enhancements of the annihilation rates [1].

B. Resonance widths

The positron-molecule VFR described above can decay either by positron annihilation or by positron reemission back into the continuum. The latter process is driven by a downward vibrational transition which must supply the energy greater than \(\varepsilon_b\) in order to detach the positron. It is similar to the positron capture process in which the energy lost by the positron (\(\varepsilon + \varepsilon_b\)) is absorbed by the molecular vibrations. In this section, we determine the rate, or partial width, corresponding to the positron detachment process.

In the harmonic approximation, and assuming dipole coupling, the only vibrational states that are coupled are pairs which differ by one-quantum in some mode. For positron capture by a ground-state molecule, this means that only the VFR corresponding to one-quantum excitations (the fundamental transitions) of infrared-active modes are allowed, as described in Ref. [10].

When anharmonic terms are included in the molecular (Watson) Hamiltonian for a nonlinear polyatomic molecule, the wave function of the vibrational eigenstate \(\nu\) can be written as

$$\Phi_\nu(q) = \sum_n C_{\nu,n} \Phi_n(q).$$

Here, \(\Phi_n\) are the harmonic basis states with vibrational quantum numbers \(n \equiv (n_1, \ldots, n_s)\) of the \(s = 3N - 6\) normal modes, \(N\) being the number of atoms in the molecule, and \(n_i = 0, 1, \ldots\) is the vibrational quantum number of mode \(i\). The wave function in Eq. (5) depends on \(s\) normal coordinates \(q \equiv (q_1, \ldots, q_s)\). The (real) expansion coefficients \(C_{\nu,n}\) and eigenstate energies \(E_n\) can be obtained by diagonalization of the vibrational Hamiltonian matrix \(H_{\nu,n} = \langle \Phi_\nu | \hat{H}_{\nu,n} | \Phi_n \rangle\) (see Sec. II D).

To determine the partial widths of a VFR \(\nu\), consider the process of positron emission from the corresponding bound state due to vibrational deexcitation of the molecule into some lower-lying final vibrational state \(\nu'\). Working along the lines of Ref. [10], we write the amplitude of this process as

$$A_{\nu'\nu}(k) = \int \Psi_{\nu'}(q) e^{-ik \cdot r} \frac{D}{r^3} \Psi_\nu(q) \psi_0(r) dr dq$$

$$\approx \langle \Psi_{\nu'} | D | \Psi_\nu \rangle \cdot \int \frac{r}{r^3} e^{-ik \cdot \psi_0(r)} dr.$$
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Here, $\mathbf{D}$ is the electric dipole moment operator of the molecule, $\mathbf{k}$ is the momentum of the ejected positron, whose magnitude is determined by energy conservation

$$E_{\nu} - E_{\nu'} = \varepsilon_{b} + k^2/2, \quad (7)$$

and

$$\varphi_0(\mathbf{r}) = \sqrt{\frac{\kappa}{2\pi}} e^{-\kappa r} \quad (8)$$

is the wave function of the weakly bound positron state with binding energy $\varepsilon_{b} = k^2/2$. The only difference between Eq. (6) and the amplitude in Eq. (6) of Ref. [10] is that the latter considered only transitions between the molecular ground state and any of the infrared-active fundamentals. As a result, instead of $\langle \Psi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Psi_{\nu}\rangle$, the amplitude only involved $\langle \Phi_0|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_n\rangle$, which was assumed to be nonzero only for single-quantum excitations of a particular fundamental $i$, i.e., for $n = (0, \ldots, 1, \ldots, 0) \equiv 0[1^+]$, the ground state 0 with one vibrational quantum added in mode $i$.

For the anharmonic vibrational states described by Eq. (5), the dipole amplitude in Eq. (6) is given by

$$\langle \Psi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Psi_{\nu}\rangle = \sum_{n,n'} C^\nu_n C^{\nu'}_{n'} \langle \Phi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_n\rangle. \quad (9)$$

In the lowest-order approximation, the dipole operator $\mathbf{D}$ is a linear function of the normal coordinates $q$. In this case, the dipole matrix element $\langle \Phi_n|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_{n'}\rangle$ is nonzero only if $n'$ and $n$ differ by one-quantum of excitation in one of the modes. Given that the molecule is deexcited, this means that for $n = n_1, \ldots, n_i, \ldots, n_j$, we have $n' = n_1, \ldots, n_i - 1, \ldots, n_j \equiv n[i^+]$, so that

$$\langle \Psi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Psi_{\nu}\rangle = \sum_{n,i} C^\nu_{n[i^+]i} C^{\nu'}_{n} \langle \Phi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_n\rangle. \quad (10)$$

The matrix element between two harmonic basis states is expressed in terms of the oscillator matrix element for normal mode $i$,

$$\langle \Phi_{n[i^+]}|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_{n}\rangle = \langle n_i - 1|\mathbf{d}_i|n\rangle = \sqrt{n_i} \langle 0|\mathbf{d}_i|1 \rangle = \sqrt{n_i} \langle 0|\mathbf{d}_i|1 \rangle,$$

where $\mathbf{d}_i$ is the dipole amplitude for the excitation of mode $i$ from the ground to the first excited state (which determines the infrared absorption intensity of this fundamental). Therefore, the transition amplitude between the vibrational states $\nu$ and $\nu'$ is given by

$$\langle \Psi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Psi_{\nu}\rangle = \sum_{n,i} C^\nu_{n[i^+]} C^{\nu'}_{n} \langle \Phi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_n\rangle. \quad (11)$$

Including quadratic and higher-order terms in the dependence of $\mathbf{D}$ on $q$ will give rise to two-quantum and higher corrections in the amplitude (10) (see Sec. II D). These terms will allow for the corresponding dipole transitions between the vibrational states even if the latter are described in the harmonic approximation.

The contribution of the transition $\nu \rightarrow \nu'$ to the width is given by

$$\Gamma_{\nu \rightarrow \nu'} = 2\pi \int |A_{\nu \nu'}(\mathbf{k})|^2 \delta \left( E_{\nu'} + \frac{k^2}{2} - E_{\nu} - \varepsilon_{b} \right) \frac{d^3k}{(2\pi)^3}. \quad (12)$$

Proceeding in the same way as in Ref. [10], we obtain

$$\Gamma_{\nu \rightarrow \nu'} = \frac{16\omega_{\nu \nu'} D_{\nu \nu'}^2}{27} h(\xi_{\nu \nu'}), \quad (13)$$

where $\omega_{\nu \nu'} = E_{\nu'} - E_{\nu}$, and

$$h(\xi) = \xi^{3/2}(1 - \xi)^{-1/2}\left[ 2F_1\left(\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}; \frac{5}{2}; -\frac{\xi}{1 - \xi}\right) \right]^{2} \quad (14)$$

is a dimensionless function evaluated at $\xi = \xi_{\nu \nu'} = 1 - \varepsilon_{b}/\omega_{\nu \nu'}$ [27]. Ejection of the bound positron is possible only if $\omega_{\nu \nu'}$ is greater than the positron binding energy, which means that $0 < \xi_{\nu \nu'} < 1$. The probability of positron capture in the VFR by the ground-state molecule is proportional to the elastic width

$$\Gamma'_{\nu} \equiv \Gamma_{\nu \rightarrow 0} = \frac{16\omega_{c0} D_{00}^2}{27} h(\xi_{c0}). \quad (15)$$

Since the ground state of the molecule is largely immune to anharmonic state mixing, i.e., $\Psi_0 = \Phi_0$, the corresponding dipole amplitude is well approximated by

$$\langle \Psi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Psi_{\nu}\rangle = \sum_{n,i} C^\nu_{n[i^+]} \langle \Phi_{\nu'}|\mathbf{D}|\Phi_n\rangle = \sum_{n,i} C^\nu_{n[i^+]} \langle 0|\mathbf{d}_i|1 \rangle. \quad (16)$$

As with Eq. (10), quadratic and higher terms in the dipole operator $\mathbf{D}$ can produce two-quantum, three-quantum, etc., corrections to the amplitude (14).

The total width of the VFR is

$$\Gamma_{\nu} = \Gamma_{\nu}^{\nu} + \Gamma^{a}, \quad (17)$$

where $\Gamma_{\nu}^{\nu} = \sum_{\nu'} \Gamma_{\nu \nu'}$ is the width due to positron escape by vibrational deexcitation, and the sum is over all final states allowed by energy conservation, i.e., such that $E_{\nu'} < E_{\nu} - \varepsilon_{b}$. The annihilation width $\Gamma^{a}$ is given by the positron annihilation rate in the bound state,

$$\Gamma^{a} = \pi r_0^2 \rho_{\epsilon p}, \quad (18)$$

where $\rho_{\epsilon p}$ is the electron-positron contact density in the bound state. For weakly bound positron-atom or positron-molecule states, it is given by

$$\rho_{\epsilon p} = (F/2\pi)\kappa, \quad (19)$$

with $F \approx 0.66$ a.u. [1,3]. This means that $\Gamma^{a}$ is determined by the positron binding energy and that $\Gamma^{a} \propto \sqrt{\varepsilon_{b}}$ (see also Ref. [30]).

### C. Positron annihilation rate

The positron annihilation rate in a gas of number density $n_m$ is $\lambda = \sigma_{\epsilon} v n_m$, where $v$ is the positron velocity. Conventionally, it is parametrized in terms of the Dirac annihilation rate in an uncorrelated electron gas, as

$$\lambda = \pi r_0^2 c Z_{\text{eff}} n_m, \quad (20)$$

where $r_0$ is the classical electron radius, $c$ is the speed of light, and $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective number of electrons that contribute to positron annihilation on a given molecule [31]. This interpretation of $Z_{\text{eff}}$ holds to some extent for simple molecules, like H$_2$, N$_2$, or O$_2$, in which positrons annihilate in flight and $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is comparable to the number of target electrons $Z$. 
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It has been known since the early works by Deutsch [32] that for polyatomic molecules and thermalized room-temperature positrons, the observed values of $Z_{\text{eff}}$ are much greater than $Z$ (see Ref. [1] and references therein). Such $Z_{\text{eff}}$ are unrelated to the number of target electrons, and are almost entirely due to resonant annihilation [2,3]. In this case, using Eqs. (3) and (18), one obtains

$$Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}(\epsilon) = \frac{\sigma_{\text{av}} v}{\pi r_c^2 c} = \frac{\Gamma_{\text{av}}}{\Gamma_{\text{v}}} \sum_{\nu} \frac{\Gamma_{\nu}}{(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\nu})^2 + \Gamma_{\nu}^2/4}. \quad (19)$$

Apart from large magnitudes, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}$ has a characteristic energy dependence which is strongly related to the molecular vibrational spectrum. This is a key feature of resonant annihilation [4]. Critically, it allows measurements of positron-molecule binding energies from the downshifts of the resonances relative to the corresponding vibrational mode energies [5] (cf. Eq. (1)).

For molecules in which the density of VFR is not too high (e.g., with five or six atoms), the ability to resolve individual VFR in the $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}(\epsilon)$ spectrum is limited only by the energy resolution of the positron beam. To describe measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ we need to convolve $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}(\epsilon)$ from Eq. (19) with the positron energy distribution function. For trap-based positron beams, this distribution is Maxwellian in the transverse direction and approximately Gaussian in the longitudinal ($z$) direction:

$$f(\epsilon_{\perp}, \epsilon_z) = \frac{1}{k_B T_{\perp} \sqrt{2\pi \sigma^2}} \exp\left[ -\frac{\epsilon_{\perp}}{k_B T_{\perp}} - \frac{(\epsilon_z - \epsilon)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right]. \quad (20)$$

Here, $\epsilon_{\perp}$ and $\epsilon_z$ are the transverse and longitudinal (or parallel) positron energies ($\epsilon = \epsilon_{\perp} + \epsilon_z$), $\sigma$ is the root-mean-squared width of the parallel energy distribution (corresponding to a FWHM $\delta_\perp = \sqrt{8 \ln 2} \epsilon$), $\epsilon$ is the mean parallel energy of the positron beam, $k_B$ is Boltzmann’s constant, and $T_{\perp}$ is the transverse positron temperature.

The experimentally measured normalized resonant annihilation rate $\tilde{Z}_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}(\epsilon)$ is calculated easily using the fact that the resonance widths are small [28]. This gives [10]

$$\tilde{Z}_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}(\epsilon) = 2\pi^2 \rho_{\text{ep}} \sum_{\nu} \frac{\Gamma_{\nu}}{k_{\nu} T_{\nu}} \Delta(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\nu}), \quad (22)$$

where $k_{\nu} = \sqrt{2 \omega_{\nu}}$ is the resonance momentum, and

$$\Delta(E) = \frac{1}{2k_B T_{\perp}} \exp\left[ \frac{\sigma^2}{2(k_B T_{\perp})^2} \right] \exp\left( -\frac{E}{k_B T_{\perp}} \right) \times \left[ 1 + \Phi\left( -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \frac{E}{\sigma} \frac{1}{k_B T_{\perp}} \right) \right]. \quad (23)$$

with $\Phi(x)$ the standard error function [33].

The function $\Delta(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\nu})$ describes the shape of a narrow resonance as observed with a trap-based positron beam (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [10]). This function is asymmetric, with a low-energy tail due to the positron transverse energy content which allows it to access a resonance for $\epsilon < \epsilon_{\nu}$. For this reason, the maxima of the resonant peaks described by Eq. (22) are also downshifted from the resonance energies $\epsilon_{\nu}$. For typical room-temperature trap beam parameters $\delta_{\perp} = k_B T_{\perp} = 25$ meV, this shift is about 12 meV, while the total FWHM of the resonance profile is 40 meV. Conversely, $\Delta(-E)$ gives the energy distribution of the positron beam with respect to its mean parallel energy.

Note that if any of the vibrational states are degenerate, their contribution to the sum in Eq. (22) should be multiplied by the corresponding degeneracy factor $g_{\nu}$.

### D. Calculation of vibrational eigenstates

In order to calculate theoretical resonant $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectra from Eq. (22) and compare them with experimental data, we use the vibrational state energies and transition dipole amplitudes obtained from application of second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) [34], in conjunction with potential energy surface (through quartic terms) and dipole surface (through cubic terms) terms calculated using the coupled-cluster method with single and double and perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] [35]. In cases that are free of Fermi and Darling-Dennison resonances (which occur in the presence of near degeneracy of levels differing by an odd or even number of vibrational quanta, respectively), this method gives an excellent picture of fundamental and two-quantum vibrational levels, with some work showing that the good treatment can also extend to three-quantum excitations in favorable cases [36,37]. However, VPT2 does not treat four- and higher-quantum transitions, but these are unlikely to play an important role in the processes under investigation. (The exception is the contribution of statistical multimode resonant annihilation, which is known to provide a smooth background to the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ signal [38]; see Sec. IV.) The atomic natural orbital basis set known as ANO1 [39,40] was used in the coupled-cluster calculations, in conjunction with the frozen core approximation. This information is sufficient to calculate the energies and dipole matrix elements needed to simulate the VFR positron annihilation spectrum.

In methanol, however, there is a significant Fermi resonance between $v_3$ and $2v_{10}$ due to a near degeneracy of the zeroth-order harmonic levels (3012.8 and 3012.2 cm$^{-1}$, respectively). For the purposes of this paper, this resonance was removed by making a small adjustment to the harmonic frequencies of modes 3 and 10 (i.e., effectively a “deperturbation” of $v_3$). While this is simply an expedient, it is expected to have minimal effect on the qualitative nature of the spectral profile, which is what is being compared in this work. A detailed treatment of Fermi and Darling-Dennison resonances on the positron annihilation spectra is beyond the scope of this work.

### III. RESULTS

In this section, we apply the theory outlined in Sec. II to four molecules: chloroform (CHCl$_3$), chloroform-d$_1$ (CDCl$_3$), 1,1-dichloroethylene (C$_2$H$_2$Cl$_2$), and methanol (CH$_3$OH), and compare $Z_{\text{eff}}$ calculated ab initio (for a fixed binding energy) with the measured annihilation rates. Specifically, we aim to identify features due to anharmonic corrections and mode mixing, such as VFR due to two- and three-quantum vibrational excitations, and VFR suppression due to vibrationally inelastic escape.
The resonant annihilation mechanism is operational only for the molecules that support positron bound states. The key parameters that determine the existence and strength of positron binding to neutral atoms and molecules are the ionization energy \( I \), dipole moment \( \mu \), and dipole polarizability \( \alpha_d \) [6,7,41–44]. Their values for three of the molecules studied here are listed in Table I. (Deuteration is expected to have only a small effect on these properties.) Also listed are the binding energies inferred from the positions of the VFR in the measured \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectra (see, e.g., Ref. [8]). Their uncertainty is typically \( \pm 1 \) meV, though is a little higher for \( 1,1\)-dichloroethylene (\( \pm 3 \) meV) [23]. These data support the general trend of stronger positron binding for systems with larger \( \alpha_d \) and \( \mu \), the polarization usually having a greater effect.

### A. Chloroform

The chloroform molecule (CHCl\(_3\)) has \( C_{3v} \) symmetry. It can be viewed as an analog of methyl halides (CH\(_3\)X, \( X = F, Cl, Br \)) for which the observed \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) are described well by mode-based VFR theory [10]. Its ionization energy, dipole moment, and dipole polarizability are close to those of CH\(_3\)Br (\( I = 10.54 \) eV, \( \mu = 1.82 \) D, and \( \alpha_d \approx 40 \) a.u.), so it is not surprising that the two molecules have similar positron binding energies [10].

The vibrational mode spectrum of chloroform is shown in Table II. It lists values of the mode frequencies and squared transition dipole amplitudes calculated as described in Sec. II D, in the harmonic approximation and with anharmonic corrections. It also shows selected frequency values from the NIST data tables [46] and squared transition dipole moments that are based on measured infrared intensities [47].

Including anharmonic effects, which are particularly large for the CH-stretch mode (\( \nu_1 \)), brings all vibrational frequencies into close agreement with experiment. There is also a generally good accord between the calculated and measured values of the transition dipole moments. The largest uncertainty here is for the \( \nu_1 \) mode. It has a very small infrared absorption strength, and shows great sensitivity to the anharmonic corrections.

The calculated vibrational spectrum of the molecule includes one-, two-, and three-quantum excitations from the ground state (a total of 220 states). When anharmonic effects are included, all these states can be coupled by dipole transition amplitudes. In practice, the coupling between states that differ by several vibrational quanta is small, although there are exceptions (see below).

Figure 1 shows the calculated resonant \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) averaged over the positron-beam energy distribution, as per Eq. (22), using different approximations. They are compared with the experimental data for chloroform [21,23], which correct the earlier measurements [38]. The positron binding energy for chloroform is taken to be \( e_b = 40 \) meV [21], as this gives the best agreement for the resonance positions. The corresponding annihilation width from Eq. (16) is \( \Gamma^* = 6.95 \times 10^{-9} \) a.u., which corresponds to the annihilation lifetime of 3.5 ns for the bound positron.

In the simplest calculation, we use the vibrational data obtained in the harmonic approximation which allows only for single-quantum excitations of the modes in the sum in Eq. (22). This \( Z_{\text{eff}}(\epsilon) \) is shown by the thick dashed line in Fig. 1, and the parameters of the corresponding VFR are listed in Table III. Their contributions to the \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectrum are determined by the ratios \( \Gamma_\nu^*/\Gamma_\nu \), and are also scaled with the resonance energy as \( 1/\sqrt{\epsilon_b} \). Shown by the thin dashed line is the maximum signal that could be produced by the mode-based resonances, in which we set \( \Gamma_\nu^*/\Gamma_\nu = 1 \) for each of the resonances. Note that these two curves are almost indistinguishable except near the CH-stretch peak. In fact, both the harmonic and anharmonic calculations that include single-quantum excitations only (see below) give very similar results at energies below 0.25 eV.

For the lowest-energy mode \( \nu_6 \), we have \( \omega_{\nu_6} \ll e_b \), and its “resonance” lies below threshold (i.e., at negative positron energies) and does not contribute to \( Z_{\text{eff}} \). Of the remaining modes, the five vibrational states corresponding to \( \nu_2, \nu_3, \) and \( \nu_5 \) excitations have \( \Gamma_\nu^*/\Gamma_\nu \approx 1 \), and give maximum contributions to \( Z_{\text{eff}} \). This a consequence of a sufficiently strong dipole coupling of these excited states to the vibrational ground state, such that \( \Gamma_\nu \gg \Gamma_\nu^* \), and

\[
\frac{\Gamma_\nu}{\Gamma_\nu^*} = \frac{\Gamma_\nu^*}{\Gamma_\nu + \Gamma_\nu^*} \approx 1
\]  

### TABLE I. Molecular ionization energies, dipole moments, and dipole polarizabilities from Ref. [45] and positron binding energies inferred from the resonant \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>( I ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \mu ) (D)</th>
<th>( \alpha_d ) (a.u.)</th>
<th>( e_b ) (meV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chloroform CHCl(_3)</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>56, 64, 40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,1-dichloroethylene C(_2)H(_2)Cl(_2)</td>
<td>9.81</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>53, 35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methanol CH(_3)OH</td>
<td>10.85</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>22, 6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE II. Vibrational mode energies and dipole transition strengths $g_{ν}D_{0ν}^2$ ($g_{ν}$ being the mode degeneracy) for chloroform. The notation $a[b]$ means $a \times 10^b$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>$ω$ (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$g_{ν}D_{0ν}^2$ (a.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Harmonic</td>
<td>Anharmonic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Selected values from NIST tables [46].
$^b$Values derived from integrated intensity data [47].

[cf. Eq. (15) and note that $Γ^e_{ν} = Γ^c_{ν}$ in the harmonic approximation]. The other two modes, $ν_3$ and $ν_1$, have the smallest dipole transition amplitudes (see Table II), which result in small elastic widths $Γ^e_{ν}$ that are comparable to $Γ^c_{ν}$. Here, the elastic width of the $ν_3$ resonance is further suppressed due to its low energy (6 meV) since $Γ^c_{ν} \propto k^4_{ν}$ for $ν_{v} > ω_{ν0}$ [see Eq. (13)]. This gives the ratio $Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν} = 0.242$ and 0.774, for $ν_3$ and $ν_1$, respectively.

Compared with experiment, the annihilation rate obtained in the harmonic approximation reproduces the positions of the two main $Z_{eff}$ peaks, at $ε = 0.04$ and 0.1 eV, but underestimates their magnitudes by as much as a factor of 2 (for the low-energy peak).

Including anharmonic corrections has a relatively small effect on the dipole strengths of all modes except $ν_1$, for which it decreases by a factor of 10 (see Table II). It is thus natural that, apart from a small downshift of the resonance energies, the anharmonic calculation which accounts only for mode-based VFRs (thick solid line in Fig. 1) gives $Z_{eff}$ in close agreements with the harmonic result. The exception here is the CH-stretch peak expected near 0.33 eV. Its contribution can only be seen in $Z_{eff}^{res}(ε)$ when in which we artificially set $Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν} = 1$ (thin dotted-dashed line), while the calculated contribution of this resonance is determined by $Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν} = 0.011$.

Such a strong reduction of the width ratio cannot be explained by the decreased magnitude of the elastic width $Γ^c_{ν}$. In fact, the quenching of the $ν_1$ resonance is due to strong vibrationally inelastic escape from this VFR. This can be seen from the value of the positron escape width $Γ^c_{ν} = 1.72 \times 10^{-7}$ a.u., which is two orders of magnitude greater than $Γ^c_{ν} = 1.93 \times 10^{-9}$ a.u., making

$$\frac{Γ^c_{ν}}{Γ^c_{ν} + Γ^c_{ν}} \ll 1.$$  (25)

For a calculation that includes only single-quantum vibrational excitations, the large vibrationally inelastic escape is due to anharmonic coupling between the modes. A detailed analysis of the escape width shows that the largest contribution to it comes from the $ν_1 \rightarrow ν_4$ transition, which gives 87% of the width $Γ^c_{ν}$. The anharmonic coupling between the CH stretch ($ν_1$) and CH bend ($ν_2$) was investigated earlier by observing the $ν_1 + ν_4$ combination band in near-infrared absorption and supported by density-functional calculations [48]. Suppression of the CH-stretch VFR due to inelastic escape was also inferred empirically in previous positron annihilation studies of chloroform and chloroform-$d_1$ [21,22] and in fluoroalkanes [1,14,23].

Including two- and three-quantum vibrational excitations in the calculation of $Z_{eff}^{res}$ has a dramatic effect on the low-energy $Z_{eff}$ peak, almost doubling its magnitude (see dotted-dotted-dashed and solid lines in Fig. 1). The leading two- and three-quantum contributions are listed in Table III. Nearly

TABLE III. Parameters of vibrational Feshbach resonances for positron annihilation in chloroform. Resonance energies $ε_{ν}$ are in meV, resonance widths are in a.u. The notation $a[b]$ means $a \times 10^b$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VFR</th>
<th>Symm.</th>
<th>$g_{ν}$</th>
<th>$ε_{ν}$</th>
<th>$Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν}$</th>
<th>$Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν}$</th>
<th>$Γ^c_{ν}/Γ^c_{ν}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ν_1$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.21[−9]</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ν_2$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>2.95[−7]</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ν_4$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>2.23[−6]</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ν_5$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>2.38[−8]</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ν_1 + ν_6$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6.78[−9]</td>
<td>8.58[−9]</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2ν_3$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.02[−10]</td>
<td>4.36[−9]</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ν_2 + ν_6$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3.11[−8]</td>
<td>3.39[−7]</td>
<td>0.090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3ν_6$</td>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.01[−8]</td>
<td>1.01[−8]</td>
<td>0.592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3ν_6$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1.24[−9]</td>
<td>1.26[−9]</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3ν_6$</td>
<td>$a_1$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>8.44[−9]</td>
<td>8.48[−9]</td>
<td>0.547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE IV. Vibrational mode energies and dipole transition strengths \( g_d D^2_{\nu_0} \) (\( g_d \) being the mode degeneracy) for chloroform-\( d_1 \). The notation \( a/b \) means \( a \times 10^b \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Symmetry</th>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Anharmonic</th>
<th>Selected ( a/b )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_1 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>2341</td>
<td>2268</td>
<td>2266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_2 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_3 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_4 )</td>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>931</td>
<td>914</td>
<td>914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_5 )</td>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_6 )</td>
<td>( e )</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a \) Selected values from NIST tables [46].

\( b \) Values derived from integrated intensity data [47].

all of them involve the CCl\(_3\) asymmetric deformation mode \( \nu_6 \), whose one-quantum excitation lies below threshold. The dipole strength of the \( \nu_6 \) mode itself is rather small. However, the energies of \( 3\nu_6 \) overtones (\( \approx 776 \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) lie very close to the strongest infrared-active mode \( \nu_5 \) (772 cm\(^{-1}\)), which may explain the origins of their dipole strengths. The calculated \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) is now in much better agreement with experiment, though it still underestimates the height of the peak at 0.1 eV. The present \( Z_{\text{res}} \) also cannot account for the observed annihilation rates at \( \varepsilon > 0.15 \text{ eV} \), which do not display any obvious resonant features. This discrepancy will be discussed in Sec. IV.

B. Chloroform-\( d_1 \)

It is interesting to compare the annihilation rate for chloroform with that of its deuterated analog, chloroform-\( d_1 \) (CDCl\(_3\)). Deuteration of a molecule has only a small effect on its electronic properties. In particular, the positron binding energies for CHCl\(_3\) and CDCl\(_3\) can be taken to be the same [21], so we use \( \varepsilon_0 = 40 \text{ meV} \) (see also Ref. [17] for methyl halides CH\(_3\)X and CD\(_3\)X).

Table IV shows the mode frequencies and dipole transition strengths for chloroform-\( d_1 \). As in the case of chloroform, including the anharmonic corrections has a greater effect on higher-frequency modes, in particular, CD stretch (\( \nu_1 \)) and CD bend (\( \nu_4 \)). Due to the larger mass of the deuterium atom, the frequencies of both of these modes are noticeably lower than in chloroform. The calculated dipole strengths are generally in accord with infrared-intensity data.

Figure 2 shows the resonant annihilation rate \( Z_{\text{res}} \) calculated in the harmonic approximation and with anharmonic corrections, in comparison with the measured \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) [21,23]. Parameters of the VFRs which give the dominant contribution to \( Z_{\text{res}} \) are listed in Table V. The frequency of the CD bend (\( \nu_4 \)) in chloroform-\( d_1 \) is close to that of degenerate CCl\(_3\)-stretch mode (\( \nu_5 \)). This leads to disappearance of the two-peak spectral shape of \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) that was seen in chloroform, as the \( \nu_4 \) and lower-lying VFR cannot be resolved with a room-temperature trap-based positron beam.

The \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) due to single-mode (one-quantum) VFR in the harmonic and anharmonic calculations are similar. As in the case of chloroform, the lowest resonance (\( \nu_3 \) at 5 meV) and highest resonance (\( \nu_1 \) at 241 meV) are suppressed, with \( \Gamma_{\nu} / \Gamma_{\nu} = 0.243 \) and 0.116 (harmonic), and 0.217 and 0.044 (anharmonic), respectively. The ratio \( \Gamma_{\nu} / \Gamma_{\nu} \) is suppressed due to coupling between the CD-stretch and CD-bend modes, which enables vibrationally inelastic escape. It is further suppressed when two- and three-quantum excitations are included, with \( \nu_1 \) VFR decaying effectively into \( \nu_2 + \nu_4 \) and \( \nu_2 + \nu_4 \) final states.

Including two- and three-quantum excitations increases the main \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) peak (see Fig. 2), although their effect is not as large as in normal chloroform. Only two combination vibrations (\( \nu_3 + \nu_6 \) and \( \nu_2 + \nu_6 \)) give sizable contributions, while the remaining multiquantum resonances have \( \Gamma_{\nu} / \Gamma_{\nu} \) values of a few percent or less. The magnitude of the peak in the calculated \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) remains about 25% smaller than that from the measurements. The calculation also fails to account for the signal above 0.1 eV (see Sec. IV).

C. 1,1-dichloroethylene

The next molecule considered is the six-atom 1,1-dichloroethylene (C\(_2\)H\(_2\)Cl\(_2\)). It belongs to the C\(_{2v}\) point group

\[ \text{Z}_{\text{eff}} = 4000 \]

\[ \text{C-D (anh.)} \quad \text{C-D (har.)} \]

FIG. 2. Comparison between the calculated resonant \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) and experimental data for chloroform-\( d_1 \) (\( \varepsilon_0 = 40 \text{ meV} \)). Theoretical values from Eq. (22) include VFRs due to modes (harmonic approximation), thick dashed line; same with \( \Gamma_{\nu} / \Gamma_{\nu} \) = 1, thin dashed line; modes (anharmonic), dotted-dashed line; same with \( \Gamma_{\nu} / \Gamma_{\nu} \) = 1, thin dotted-dashed line; one- and two-quantum excitations (anharmonic), dotted-dotted-dashed line; one–three-quantum excitations (anharmonic), solid line. Solid circles show the experimental data from Refs. [21,23].
and has 12 nondegenerate vibrational modes of four symmetry species: \(a_1, a_2, b_1,\) and \(b_2,\) of which all except \(a_2,\) (\(v_8\) mode) are infrared active. The mode frequencies and dipole strengths are listed in Table VI.

The anharmonic calculation includes all one-, two-, and three-quantum excitations of the 12 modes, i.e., a total of 455 states (including the ground state). Table VI shows that anharmonic corrections have the largest effect on the frequencies of the CH\(_2\) stretch modes, bringing them into close agreement with experiment. Since experimental data are not available for the strengths of individual modes, we compute the infrared absorption intensity, which is proportional to \(\sum_\nu \omega_\nu D_{\nu\nu} b(\omega - \omega_\nu).\) A comparison between the calculated and measured absorption intensities is shown in Fig. 3, for which we broaden each absorption line by a Gaussian with FWHM of 35 cm\(^{-1}\). It is clear that anharmonic effects lead to a much better agreement with experiment. The anharmonic calculation also shows prominent contributions of overtones and combination vibrations, e.g., \(2v_9\) at 1561 cm\(^{-1}\) or \(v_8 + v_{12}\) at 1137 cm\(^{-1}\). When these contributions are near resonant with the modes and of the same symmetry, we have included them in the total dipole strength values in Table VI (last column), with details provided in the footnotes. In some cases, the contributions of the modes and overtones or combinations are of comparable strength, which makes identification of such modes ambiguous.

Figure 4 shows values of \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) for 1,1-dichloroethylene obtained from Eq. (22) using harmonic and anharmonic vibrational data, in comparison with measured \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) [23]. The experimental \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) spectrum does not display any clearly resolved and unambiguously assignable VFR peaks that would enable one to determine the binding energy. Hence, we use \(\epsilon_b = 35\) meV obtained by fitting the measured \(Z_{\text{eff}}\) with beam-energy-distribution-broadened resonances of the modes with adjustable vertical scaling [23]. The corresponding annihilation width is \(\Gamma^\text{eff} = 6.5 \times 10^{-9}\) a.u.

In the harmonic approximation, seven modes give contributions close to the theoretical maximum \(\Gamma^\text{eff}/\Gamma \approx 1\) (see VFR parameters in Table VII). The low lying \(v_1\) and \(v_2\) are suppressed because of the small incident positron energy, while \(v_3\) and \(v_7\) have small dipole strengths; the \(v_6\) mode is infrared inactive, hence it does not contribute at all.

### Table VI. Vibrational mode energies and dipole transition strengths \(D_{\nu\nu}^2\) for 1,1-dichloroethylene. The notation \(a[b]\) means \(a \times 10^b\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode symmetry and [46]</th>
<th>(\omega) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(D_{\nu\nu}^2) (a.u.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2) s-str</td>
<td>3179 3044 3035</td>
<td>1.95[-5] 7.62[-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC str</td>
<td>1647 1622 1627</td>
<td>2.11[-3] 2.40[-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2) scis</td>
<td>1402 1422 1400</td>
<td>8.46[-7] 2.24[-5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(_2) s-str</td>
<td>607 599 603</td>
<td>1.28[-3] 1.31[-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(_2) scis</td>
<td>298 296 299</td>
<td>7.51[-6] 8.24[-6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsion</td>
<td>696 680 686</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2) a-str</td>
<td>3282 3136 3130</td>
<td>1.12[-6] 8.08[-7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2) rock</td>
<td>1112 1091 1095</td>
<td>4.62[-3] 5.36[-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(_2) a-str</td>
<td>806 791 800</td>
<td>5.49[-3] 5.70[-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(_2) rock</td>
<td>372 371 372</td>
<td>8.61[-5] 8.64[-5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH(_2) wag</td>
<td>882 865 875</td>
<td>3.04[-3] 3.00[-3]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCl(_2) wag</td>
<td>460 455 460</td>
<td>5.75[-4] 1.99[-5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Selected values from NIST tables [46].

\(^{a}\)Sum of \(v_2 + v_9\) (3031 cm\(^{-1}\), 75%) and \(v_1 (3044\text{ cm}^{-1}, 25%).

\(^{b}\)Sum of \(2v_5\) (1561 cm\(^{-1}\), 36%) and \(v_2 (1622\text{ cm}^{-1}, 64%).

\(^{c}\)Sum of \(v_2 (3136\text{ cm}^{-1}, 87%) and v_2 + v_6 + v_{11} (3143\text{ cm}^{-1}, 13%).

\(^{d}\)Sum of \(v_9 (1081\text{ cm}^{-1}, 46%), v_6 (1091\text{ cm}^{-1}, 39%), v_5 + v_{10} (1116\text{ cm}^{-1}, 5%), and v_6 + v_{12} (1137\text{ cm}^{-1}, 10%).
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When anharmonic corrections are taken into account in the calculation of \( Z^{(\text{res})}_{\text{eff}} \), which includes only one-quantum excitations (thick dotted-dashed line in Fig. 4), only three resonances retain \( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 / \Gamma_{\nu} \approx 1 \). Compared with the harmonic calculation, the contribution of the \( \nu_{12} \) VFR is reduced by a factor of 2 because of the reduction in its dipole strength (see Table VI). Values of \( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 / \Gamma_{\nu} \) for the \( \nu_8 \) and \( \nu_2 \) VFRs are also halved, this time due to coupling between these modes and \( \nu_5 \) and \( \nu_9 \), respectively. Finally, the most dramatic effect is the total quenching of the CH-stretch peaks at 0.35 eV. For both \( \nu_1 \) and \( \nu_7 \) modes, there is a large dipole coupling with \( \nu_2 \), \( \nu_3 \), and \( \nu_{11} \), with \( \nu_7 \) couples strongly to \( \nu_8 \). As a result, the corresponding VFRs decay by vibrationally inelastic escape (\( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 \approx 10\Gamma_{\nu}^0 \)), and so they do not produce a noticeable contribution to the \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectrum. They can only be seen in the calculation in which we set \( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 / \Gamma_{\nu} = 1 \) (thin dotted-dashed line in Fig. 4).

Adding the contributions of two- and three-quantum resonances increases the calculated \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) greatly compared with that which only includes VFRs of the modes, at energies below 0.2 eV. Parameters of the strongest two- and three-quantum VFRs are listed in Table VII. Aside from these VFR, there are eight other resonances with \( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 / \Gamma_{\nu} \) in the range 0.01–0.05, and many resonances with smaller contributions, which only increase \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) by few percent. While the final calculated \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) (solid line in Fig. 4) is lower than the measured annihilation rate, its main features are described quite well qualitatively by the theory. In particular, the calculations reproduce the rapid onset of the signal below 0.12 eV. Above 0.2 eV, apart from the two-quantum VFR \( \nu_1 + \nu_2 \) at 236 meV, the calculated \( Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})} \) is given by many small contributions of multiquantum resonances. Here, as in the case of chloroform, the calculation does not explain the observed magnitude of the annihilation rate (see Sec. IV).

### D. Methanol

Unlike the molecules studied above, methanol (\( \text{CH}_3\text{OH} \)) has only one mode below 1000 cm\(^{-1}\) (torsion, at 295 cm\(^{-1}\)), and has quite strong transitions to its CH-stretching fundamental levels. As a result, its \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectrum is quite different, with a prominent peak at 0.35 eV due to CH-stretch vibrations [17,49].

TABLE VII. Parameters of vibrational Feshbach resonances for positron annihilation in 1,1-dichloroethylene. Resonance energies \( e_\nu \) are in meV, resonance widths are in a.u. The notation \( a[b] \) means \( a \times 10^b \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VFR</th>
<th>Symb.</th>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Anharmonic, one-quantum</th>
<th>Anharmonic, one-three-quantum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( e_\nu )</td>
<td>( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 )</td>
<td>( \Gamma_{\nu}^0 / \Gamma_{\nu} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{10} )</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.05[–8]</td>
<td>0.617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{12} )</td>
<td>( b_2 )</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.78[–7]</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_4 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>8.52[–7]</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_9 )</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>6.44[–6]</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{11} )</td>
<td>( b_2 )</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4.17[–6]</td>
<td>0.998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_8 )</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>9.00[–6]</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_5 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>2.25[–9]</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_2 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>6.81[–6]</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_1 )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1.25[–7]</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{12} )</td>
<td>( a_1 )</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>7.41[–9]</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_5 + \nu_9 )</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7.90[–8]</td>
<td>9.23[–8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( 3\nu_{10} )</td>
<td>( b_1 )</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>1.04[–6]</td>
<td>1.06[–6]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table VIII shows the energies and dipole strengths of the vibrational modes in methanol, calculated in the harmonic approximation and with anharmonic corrections. Values derived from integrated intensity data in liquid methanol [50] are shown for comparison, except for v4 [52]. The total intensity measured for v4 and v10 is split as 3:2 between the modes. For v1 and v12, values from ab initio CCSD(T)/6-311G(3df,2p) calculations [51] are shown.

Anharmonic corrections are quite large in methanol, especially for the OH- and CH-stretch modes. They bring the mode energies into close agreement with experiment for all vibrational modes in methanol, calculated in the harmonic approximation and with anharmonic corrections. Values derived from integrated intensity data in liquid methanol [50] are shown for comparison, except for v4 and v10, which also includes the combination ν1 and ν12, values from ab initio CCSD(T)/6-311G(3df,2p) calculations [51] are shown.

The resonance between ν1 and ν10 was "deperturbed" in the anharmonic calculation, by shifting their frequencies to 3015 and 1503 cm⁻¹.

In general, anharmonic effects change the dipole strengths of the modes by about 10% (see Table VIII). A larger effect is observed for v3. This is likely related to some redistribution of the absorption strength in the range of v4, v5, and v6 modes (which also includes the combination v1 + v12 at 1407 cm⁻¹ with $D_0^2 = 2.8 \times 10^{-4}$ a.u.). The only anomaly in the anharmonic data is the large dipole strength of the ν5 mode, which is a consequence of incomplete deperturbation of its resonance with 2v4 at the harmonic level.

In the absence of gas-phase data for the absorption intensities (except [52] for the CO-stretch mode), the calculated transition dipole strengths can be compared with the values obtained in liquid methanol. The only vibrations that are strongly affected by the environment are the OH stretch (because of hydrogen bonding) and torsion, and so we use earlier theoretical data [51] for these. For all modes (except v1) there is a reasonable accord between the calculated and measured data. Larger discrepancies observed for the CH3-rock and CH3-d-deform modes can probably be attributed to the uncertainty in separating the intensities of the modes for overlapping bands.

Turning now to Z_eff, we use the binding energy $\epsilon_b = 6$ meV [23]. This value and the measured annihilation rate shown in Fig. 5 correct the earlier experimental data [17,49]. The shape of the $Z_{eff}$ spectrum is similar to that observed in hydrocarbons [5], with a broad feature between 0.1 and 0.2 eV due to CH3 rocking and deformation, and a prominent CH-stretch peak at 0.35 eV, with the addition of a higher-energy OH-stretch peak at 0.43 eV.

In the harmonic approximation, all 12 VFRs of the modes contribute to $Z_{eff}^{(res)}$ at the level close to the theoretical maximum $\Gamma_{eff}^{res} / \Gamma_{cc} = 1$ (see Table IX). This is a consequence of all modes...
having appreciable dipole coupling to the vibrational ground state and small annihilation width \( \Gamma_{\nu} = 2.69 \times 10^{-5} \text{ a.u.} \) [cf. Eq. (24)]. Including the anharmonic effects lowers the mode energies and brings the positions of the \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) maxima into closer agreement with experiment. Simultaneously, the ratio \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} \), drops for all the modes except \( \nu_{12} \), especially in the region of CH3 rocking and deformation modes. Here, the \( Z_{\text{eff}}^{\nu} \) produced by the VFRs of the modes (thick dotted-dashed line in Fig. 5) is markedly lower than that obtained by setting \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} = 1 \) (thin dotted-dashed line) due to inelastic escape. The suppression of \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} \) is particularly large for \( \nu_5 \), which couples strongly to \( \nu_{11} \). It is also significant for \( \nu_9 \) and \( \nu_4 \), which both couple to \( \nu_{11} \), and for \( \nu_{11} \) itself, which couples to all lower-lying modes (\( \nu_7, \nu_8 \), and \( \nu_{12} \)).

Including the contributions of two- and three-quantum VFRs (solid line in Fig. 5) increases the height of the CH-stretch peak by about 50% compared to that produced by one-quantum excitations of the modes in the anharmonic approximation. It also moves it into the “correct” position, but makes only a small difference elsewhere. Parameters of VFRs of the modes and leading two- and three-quantum excitations with \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} > 0.05 \) are listed in the last four columns of Table IX. Multiquantum vibrational states provide additional inelastic escape channels which reduce the contributions of \( \nu_5 \) and \( \nu_{11} \) single-quantum VFRs. However, their dominant effect is the emergence of additional, mostly two-quantum, VFRs, eight of which are in the range 348–364 meV. Their total contribution can be estimated as \( \sum \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} = 2.4 \), which is equivalent to “two-and-a-half resonances” contributing at the maximum level. The shape of both the CH3 rocking and deformation part of the \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectrum and the CH-stretch peak are now in good agreement with experiment.

The OH-stretch \( \nu_1 \) VFR is strongly suppressed by the availability of two-quantum vibrational levels, with \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} = 0.043 \) (see Table IX). Analysis of its escape width \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime \) shows that it decays predominantly into the \( \nu_6 \) and \( \nu_7 \) final state (86% of \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime \)) and \( \nu_6 \) state (7%). However, the suppression of this resonance is accompanied by the emergence of a three-quantum combination VFR \( 2\nu_6 + \nu_7 \), with \( \Gamma_{\nu}^\prime / \Gamma_{\nu} = 0.656 \). This appears to be a consequence of the Darling-Dennisson resonance between \( \nu_1 \) and \( 2\nu_6 + \nu_7 \) (at 3865.22 and 3866.46 cm\(^{-1}\) in the harmonic approximation), that is not accounted for by the present VPT2 approach. We are thus dealing with a strongly mixed pair of levels. Of the two states, the \( 2\nu_6 + \nu_7 \) VFR has a larger elastic width, which suggests that the pure mode and combination labels should be swapped. In this case, \( \nu_1 \) will be used for the VFR with the stronger coupling to the vibrational ground state, and \( 2\nu_6 + \nu_7 \) for the VFR with the large decay rates towards \( \nu_6 + \nu_7 \) and \( 2\nu_6 \) final states. Labeling aside, the final one- three-quantum calculation provides a reasonable description of the measured OH-stretch peak, though is slightly smaller in magnitude.

The importance of overtones and combinations for the description of \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) in methanol was proposed earlier in Ref. [17]. However, the conclusions drawn in that paper are correct only qualitatively. The measured \( Z_{\text{eff}} \) spectrum presented in Ref. [17] suffered from errors and the theoretical treatment made use of rather uncertain absorption data obtained in liquid methanol [50].

---

**Table IX.** Parameters of vibrational Feshbach resonances for positron annihilation in methanol. Resonance energies \( \epsilon_{\nu} \) are in meV, resonance widths are in a.u. The notation \( a[b] \) means \( a \times 10^b \).
As with other molecules, the calculated $Z_{\text{eff}}$ fails to describe the measured annihilation in the gaps between the VFRs of the modes and at higher energies. In methanol, this unexplained signal is observed between 0.2 and 0.27 eV and above 0.5 eV. Theory also strongly underestimates the experimental data below 0.08 eV. We address this discrepancy below.

### E. Summary

In summary, anharmonic corrections to the vibrational eigenstates and transition dipole amplitudes of all four molecules discussed in Sec. III have a pronounced effect on the calculated $Z_{\text{eff}}$. The first and simplest change in comparison with the harmonic approximation is the shift of the vibrational state energies, which brings them into close agreement with experiment. This is particularly noticeable for the VFRs of the CH- and OH-stretch modes in methanol.

Second, these anharmonic corrections enable direct coupling between the modes. As a result, a number of mode-based (i.e., single-quantum) VFR become suppressed due to vibrationally inelastic escape. This leads to an almost complete disappearance of the CH-stretch (or CD-stretch) resonances in the three chlorine-containing molecules. In these molecules, the CH-stretch modes have the smallest dipole coupling to the ground state, but couple more strongly to lower-lying modes, such as the CH bend or CH rocking. Previously, strong suppression of the CH-stretch peak (which is prominent in all alkanes with more than two carbon atoms) was observed experimentally in fluorine-substituted molecules [5,14,53].

Third, anharmonic effects allow positron capture in VFRs of overtones and combination vibrations. Significant contributions of two-quantum VFRs are observed in all molecules, while three-quantum resonances also contribute in chloroform, 1,1-dichloroethylene, and methanol. The importance of multimode vibrational excitations was invoked in Ref. [2] in order to explain the strong enhancement of the annihilation rates in larger polyatomic molecules. The rapid increase of $Z_{\text{eff}}$ with the size of the molecule (e.g., for alkanes, see Refs. [54] and [5] for room-temperature thermal and energy-resolved annihilation data, respectively) cannot be explained by considering only the VFRs of the fundamentals [1,15,16]. It is thus very important that the present calculations show how the multimode VFR are “turned on” by the anharmonic interactions.

It is interesting to note that most of the two- and three-quantum VFR that produce significant contributions to the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectrum (i.e., with $\Gamma_{\nu}^{\text{e}} / \Gamma_{\nu} \sim 1$) have energies close to one of the single-mode VFR (see Tables III, V, VII, and IX). As a result, they appear to enhance the magnitudes of mode-based resonances, rather than produce new features in the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectrum. This behavior is similar to the observed enhancement of peaks in the measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectra in larger polyatomic molecules (e.g., CH stretch in alkanes), where increases in their heights are beyond that explicable by the VFRs of the modes [5,14,15,53]. The effect is a consequence of perturbative mixing between the states, which is clearly stronger when their energies are close, even in the absence of the profound mixings that accompany strong “Fermi resonances” and “Darling-Dennison resonances.” In these cases, mode-based vibrational excitations serve as doorways into the dense spectrum of multimode VFRs [16].

Figures 1, 2, 4, and 5 show that including the anharmonic effects brings the calculated resonant $Z_{\text{eff}}$ into closer agreement with experimental data for all four molecules, compared with the harmonic calculations which include only the VFRs of the modes. In all four cases, the calculations reproduce the overall energy dependence of the measured annihilation rate. They also account for the magnitudes of the main peaks observed in the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectra, though with up to 30%–50% discrepancies in some cases.

The size of these discrepancies is well beyond the uncertainties in the measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$. Apart from the effect of the multimode resonances discussed in Sec. IV, the discrepancies are likely due to the approximations made in the present theory. The partial and total widths associated with various vibrational transitions are calculated using a Born-dipole–type approximation, i.e., neglecting short-range coupling and assuming that the positron in the continuum can be described by a plane wave. These approximations work well for strong vibrational-dipole transitions at low positron energies. However, a significant number of vibrational transitions are relatively weak (see, e.g., values of $\Gamma_{\nu}^{\text{e}}$ in Tables III, V, VII, and IX, that are $10^{-8}$ a.u. or smaller). Their dipole transition amplitudes are more sensitive to anharmonic corrections and are harder to predict accurately.

Short-range corrections can also be relatively more important for them. In spite of small $\Gamma_{\nu}^{\text{e}}$, many of these transitions contribute noticeably to the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectrum. However, for the reasons mentioned above, there is a greater uncertainty in their contributions. Beyond the molecules considered in this work, other molecules possess infrared-inactive modes which have been shown to lead to observable VFRs [20]. At present, their contributions cannot be described by the existing theory.

### IV. MULTIMODE RESONANCES

One feature that the above calculations fail to describe is the annihilation rate at energies between the VFR peaks and above the highest-frequency mode (e.g., the CH, CD, or OH stretch). This “missing signal” has the form of a smooth, slowly decreasing background that underlies the distinct VFR peaks. One mechanism that can produce such contribution is the direct, in-flight annihilation (see Ref. [55] for a complete description of this phenomenon in noble gases). For atoms and molecules in which the positrons have a low-energy virtual state or a weakly bound state, the corresponding annihilation rate can be evaluated as [56–58]

$$Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(dir)}} \simeq \frac{F}{k^2 + \kappa^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)$$

where $\kappa = \sqrt{2\epsilon_b}$ and $F$ is the same constant as in Eq. (17) [1,3]. As an estimate, for 0.3-eV positrons and $\epsilon_b \lesssim 40$ meV, Eq. (26) gives $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(dir)}} \approx 30$, which is smaller than the observed $Z_{\text{eff}}$ background.

Another mechanism that can produce such background in $Z_{\text{eff}}$ is the so-called multimode resonant annihilation (MRA). A statistical description of this phenomenon (SMRA) can be found in Refs. [15,38]. Its main idea is similar to resonant annihilation outlined in Sec. II C. However, SMRA considers
FIG. 6. Vibrational level densities $\rho(E)$ calculated in the harmonic approximation using mode frequencies from Ref. [46] for chloroform (solid line), chloroform-$d_1$ (long-dashed line), 1,1-dichloroethylene (dotted-dashed line), and methanol (short-dashed line). For plotting, the densities have been folded with a Gaussian with 25 meV FWHM.

the limit of dense vibrational spectra in which the levels are strongly mixed, and the contributions of individual resonances cannot be resolved. In this case, the SMRA contribution can be estimated as [15]

$$Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon) = \frac{2\pi^2 \rho_{\text{eff}}(\epsilon + E_{\text{m}} + \epsilon_b)}{k N(\epsilon + E_{\text{m}})}$$ (27)

where $\rho(\epsilon)$ is the density of the molecular vibrational states, $\int_0^E \rho(\epsilon')d\epsilon'$ is the number of levels with energies up to $E$ ($E = 0$ for the ground state), and $v_0$ is the initial vibrational state of the molecule. Application of Eq. (27) to alkanes, $C_nH_{2n+2}$, with 3 to 8 carbon atoms, showed that $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$ does account for the annihilation rates observed between the mode-based peaks [15]. A subsequent paper [38] examined a number of smaller molecules (halomethanes CHCl$_3$, CCl$_4$, CHBr$_3$, and CBr$_4$). It found that the energy dependence of the measured annihilation rates could be explained by assuming a significant SMRA contribution, although $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$ had to be scaled by a factor $\eta \lesssim 0.1$.

To see whether the SMRA contribution can be significant in the molecules studied above, the experimental $Z_{\text{eff}}$ data are fit by the sum

$$Z_{\text{eff}}(\epsilon) = Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}(\epsilon) + \eta Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon),$$ (28)

where $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon)$ is obtained by averaging Eq. (27) over the positron energy distribution

$$Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon) = \int Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon') \Delta(\epsilon - \epsilon')d\epsilon',$$ (29)

and $\eta$ is chosen to reproduce the signal away from the mode-based peaks. Figure 6 shows the vibrational level densities used to calculate $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon)$. It was also averaged over the room-temperature Boltzmann distribution of the initial vibrational states $v_0$ of the molecule, although this had only a small effect on $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}(\epsilon)$. For methanol, which has the highest vibrational frequencies and the smallest SMRA contribution, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$ was also added in Eq. (28) when constructing the total $Z_{\text{eff}}$.

As seen in Figs. 7, 8, 9, and 10, in all four molecules the SMRA contribution produced a distinct contribution to the measured annihilation signal. The fitted values of $\eta$ range from 0.3 in chloroform and chloroform-$d_1$, and 0.35 in 1,1-dichloroethylene to 0.6 in methanol. For the molecules containing chlorine, the $Z_{\text{eff}}$ are presented on a logarithmic scale. This enables one to see that two- and three-quantum VFRs do provide some contribution to the annihilation rate $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}$ at all energies. However, this contribution is insufficient to describe the measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ above 0.1 eV in chloroform-$d_1$, 0.15 eV in chloroform, and 0.2 eV in 1,1-dichloroethylene; at these energies, the SMRA in fact dominates the signal.

FIG. 7. Calculated and measured annihilation rate for chloroform: dashed line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}$ due to mode-based VFR (anharmonic); solid line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}$ due to one–three-quantum VFR; dotted-dashed line, SMRA $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$. Eq. (29), scaled by $\eta = 0.3$; thick solid line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})} + \eta Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$; solid circles, measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ [21,23].

FIG. 8. Calculated and measured annihilation rate for chloroform-$d_1$: dashed line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}$ due to mode-based VFR (anharmonic); solid line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})}$ due to one–three-quantum VFR; dotted-dashed line, SMRA $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$ [Eq. (29)] scaled by $\eta = 0.3$; thick solid line, $Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{res})} + \eta Z_{\text{eff}}^{(\text{MRA})}$; solid circles, measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ [21,23].
Of the molecules considered in this work, methanol has the smallest $Z_{\text{eff}}$ values because it has the smallest binding energy and lacks the low-energy vibrational modes that produce larger contributions to the signal. It also has by far the lowest vibrational level density (see Fig. 6), and the smallest SMRA contribution. Hence, in methanol we also include $Z_{\text{eff}}$ due to direct annihilation [Eq. (26)], whose contribution is about 30% of $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(MRA)}}$. Figure 10 shows that adding the SMRA and direct annihilation contributions to the resonant $Z_{\text{eff}}$ presented in Sec. III produces a near-perfect description of the measured $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectrum, except for a small overestimation of the CH-stretch maximum.

As can be seen from Figs. 7–10, adding the SMRA contribution results in an improved agreement between theory and experiment. However, the present treatment certainly lacks the rigor of the explicit ab initio calculation of the annihilation rate due to one–three-quantum VFRs, as described in Sec. II and presented in Sec. III. Both $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(MRA)}}$ and $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}$ describe the same physical phenomenon of resonant annihilation, and their separation is somewhat artificial; it is an acknowledgment of our current inability to account for the anharmonic effects in arbitrary multi quantum vibrational resonances. To perform a complete calculation for a 5- or 6-atomic molecule would be a formidable task, while doing this for much larger molecules seems currently infeasible, as well as being a daunting prospect from the theoretical point of view.

To justify the current, pragmatic approach, we have checked that the total vibrational spectral densities shown in Fig. 6 are significantly greater than those that include only one–three-quantum resonances, for energies larger than 0.15 eV in chloroform, chloroform-$d_1$, and 1,1-dichloroethylene, and larger than 0.2–0.3 eV in methanol. Hence, the possible double counting between $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(MRA)}}$ and $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(res)}}$ is restricted to lower energies, where the former dominates for all three chlorine-containing molecules. In methanol, it is possible that the large contribution of $Z_{\text{eff}}^{\text{(MRA)}}$ at low energies effectively makes up for the inaccurate handling of the strongly anharmonic low-energy torsion mode ($v_{12}$) by the calculations described in Sec. II D.

V. CONCLUSIONS

To conclude, we have shown that an accurate description of the vibrational spectrum and transition amplitudes that accounts for anharmonic effects enables one to calculate positron resonant annihilation rates for molecules of modest size (e.g., 5 or 6 atoms). It produces results that are in good overall agreement with the experimental data, overcoming the qualitative deficiencies observed when the simple harmonic oscillator treatment is applied. The calculations demonstrate that anharmonic effects can suppress the magnitudes of some resonances due to the effect of vibrationally inelastic escape, while other peaks can be enhanced by the contributions of nearby two- or three-quantum vibrational resonances. This work is a significant advance towards a complete theory of positron annihilation in polyatomic molecules. Below we outline some near-term developments that can be foreseen.

Aside from increasing the size of the vibrational space and the order of anharmonic corrections included in the calculations, several other improvements in the theory are called for. A more complete theory should go beyond the long-range dipole coupling description of positron interactions with vibrations. Short-range interactions can have a noticeable effect on the transition amplitudes and corresponding widths, especially at larger positron energies and for the transitions with small dipole amplitudes. In fact, it has recently been shown that infrared-inactive vibrational excitations do produce distinct VFRs in the positron annihilation spectra [20]. Such calculations should also employ true positron bound-state and continuum wave functions, instead of the plane wave and approximate analytical wave functions used in the present theory (Sec. II B).

On the experimental side, the development of the cryogenically cooled, high-energy-resolution, trap-based positron...
beam promises to produce much higher-resolution $Z_{\text{eff}}$ spectra that can be expected to exhibit individual energy-resolved VFRs. These spectra will provide more stringent tests of the theory. In particular, it is possible that the high-resolution beam will enable at least some two- or three-quantum resonances to be observed directly and analyzed separately from the mode-based resonances.
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[28] In practice, this allows one to replace the Breit-Wigner form (2) by the $\delta$ function of equivalent spectral weight $2\pi(\Gamma_{\nu}^*/\Gamma_{\nu})\delta(\epsilon - \epsilon_{\nu})$ in the calculation of resonant $Z_{\text{eff}}$.
[29] The hypergeometric function in Eq. (12) is $\frac{1}{2}z\left(\frac{1}{2}, \frac{3}{2}, -z^2\right) = \frac{1}{2}z^2z\left(1 + z^2\right)\arctan z - 1$.
[33] Note that a factor $\frac{1}{2}$ is missing in the expression for $\Delta E$ in Ref. [10], Eq. (10), although it was included in the calculations.